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terfere. But with the governments
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cessor, retired at the end of his second than as the manifestation of an un- aid, and accompany us in it By ac- but by war; und its independence,
term, and James Monroe (q.v.), who friendly disposition toward tho United ceding to her proposition, we detach which is our second interest (and esOur policy in regard to Eu- hor from tho bands, bring her mighty pecially
had been his secretary of state, suc- States.
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ceeded him.
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ed Clinton's candidacy in 1812 laid ter
1823, not only shows Jeffer- of provoke war. With Great Britain Hill, Kendalla, W. Va,; Jas. Bennett,
October,
great stress upon the commercial inpart in the formulation of the withdrawn from their scalo and Bowling Green, Mo.; Bible & Workterests. The platform adopted by the son's
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becility of the administration." The momentous which has been offered this proposition offers, of declaring
It Is cheap and easy to follow. Any
federalists attacked what they called to my contemplation since that of in- tour protest against the atrocious vio practical
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the Virginia regency, and che Hart- dependence. That made us a nation, lations of the rights of nations by the either worms
or cholera and put them
ford resolutions recommended a con- this sets our compass and points tho interference of any one in the Internal Into perfect condition with it in a
stitutional amendment making the course which we are to steer through affairs of another, so flagitiously be- few days. It is saving millions of
president ineligible for renomination, the ocean of time opening on us. And gun by Bonaparte, and now contin- dollars annually for the hog raiser.
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dangerous to our peace and safety.
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